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R. H. TAWNEY believed that many of the gentry who rose 
to affluence in the century before the Civil War did so at the 
expense of their tenants, and in a recent work Maurice Ashley 
seems to echo this view. 111 In an age of steadily rising prices, 
many landlords attempted to augment their incomes in ways 
which often brought them into conflict with their tenants. Some 
greatly increased rents and fines' 2 ' and attempted to convert 
their tenants' customary estates of inheritance into leaseholds; 
others tried to bring more waste land under cultivation, or, 
especially in the midlands, to keep more sheep by means of 
enclosure. On the other hand there were large numbers of 
benevolent landlords who sincerely believed that they had 
obligations towards, as well as rights over, their tenants. This 
particular attitude has sometimes been associated with Royal- 
ism. Indeed, the typical Cavalier has been portrayed, not only 
as an adventurous and gallant soldier, but also as a paternal 
yet kindly landlord, showing a genuine concern for the welfare 
of his tenantry, until heavy composition fines after the Civil 
War forced him to abandon this policy.' 31 How far is this a 
true picture of the Lancashire Cavalier during the reign of 
Charles I ?

I SOUTH LANCASHIRE AND THE FYLDE

Unfortunately, we are unable to compare the policy of the 
Royalist landlords with that of the Parliamentary gentry in the 
county. The Lancashire Record Office has so far revealed no 
tenants' books, court rolls, rentals, surveys or other sources 
which might throw light on the policy of even the leading

111 The Agrarian Problem in the Sixteenth Century (1912), passim', Great Britain 
to 1688 (Michigan, 1961), p. 303.

(2) Rack-renting during the Tudor and Stuart periods was not always due to 
the selfishness of landlords, but was often a consequence of the growing com 
petition among tenants for agricultural holdings. See F. J. Fisher, "Tawney's 
Century", in Essays in the Economic and Social Historv of Tudor and Stuart 
England (Cambridge, 1961), pp. 9-10.

< 3 > See, for example, G. Davies, The Early Stuarts (Oxford, 2nd ed., 1959), 
p. 268; P. Hardacre, The Royalists during the Puritan Revolution (The Hague, 
1956), pp. 102-4; C. Hill, Puritanism and Revolution (1958), pp. 167, 186, 195.
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18 CAVALIERS AND TENANTS

Parliamentary gentry of the south-east towards their tenants. <4) 
Moreover, among papers examined in the Public Record Office 
in London 151 there are no complaints by groups of tenants 
regarding any kinds of enclosure or the imposition of excessive 
rents or fines by any of the Roundhead landlords. But it is 
unlikely that the tenant-farmer of south-east Lancashire ever 
endured the misery that had once been the lot of his brother in 
parts of the midlands. There depopulation had been one of the 
main complaints of the sixteenth century, but in Lancashire enclo 
sure of the open fields was mainly by agreement and apparently 
caused no serious disturbance. (6) Moreover, in the sixteenth and 
early seventeenth centuries a vigorous onslaught was being made 
on the wastes, forests and moors in south-east Lancashire, and 
the enclosure of the colonised lands increased rather than 
diminished the numbers of smallholders. 171 In the Pendle and 
Rossendale districts the progress and advancement of the small 
farmer seem to have been the main change during this period. (8)

141 The Braddyll muniments in the Lancashire Record Office give little in 
formation about landlord-tenant relations on the Braddyll lands. Mr. R. Sharpe 
France, the county archivist, informed me that there are virtually no records 
available in private possession concerning the Bradshaws of Bradshaw, the 
Butterworths of Belfield, the Egertons of Shaw, and the Hollands of Denton. 
Records are available concerning the Shuttleworths of Gawthorpe and the 
Starkies of Huntroyd, but after making enquiries 1 was informed that these 
contained no relevant material. Lord Clitheroe very kindly allowed me to examine 
his Court Rolls of the Manor of Downham, 21 October 1645-18 October 1655. 
But these unfortunately throw little light on the relations between the Asshetons 
and their tenants. The Worsley Rentals in the Manchester Central Library show 
a gradually increasing income from rent for the Worsleys of Platt. But since 
the acreage of the tenants' holdings is not recorded on the rentals, it is impossible 
to say whether or not the tenants are likely to have suffered any hardship. 
Outside the Public Record Office there is also little material on the Cavaliers 
of south-east Lancashire. In the L.R.O. the muniments of the Towneleys and 
Traffords give little indication of how they were treating their tenants.

(5) I have examined for the period 1625-53 the Duchy of Lancaster Pleadings 
(D.L.I), Depositions (D.L.4) and Decrees and Orders (D.L.5), together with 
the Lancashire Palatine Chancery Bills (P.L.6), Answers (P.L.7), Replications 
(P.L.8), Depositions (P.L.10) and Decrees and Orders (P.L.I 1). These records 
provide useful evidence for all the Lancashire gentry, but it is the more prominent 
who appear most frequently.

161 G. Youd, "The Common Fields of Lancashire", TRANSACTIONS, Vol. 
113 (1961), pp. 34-40. The P.R.O. Chancery roll of fines for depopulating 
enclosure, 1635-9, contains not a single entry for Lancashire (C.212/20).

171 A. P. Wadsworth and J. D. L. Mann, The Cotton Trade and Industrial 
Lancashire (Manchester, 1931), p. 26. During the Tudor period there were many 
disputes in Lancashire between landlords and tenants concerning the wastes 
(V.C.H. Lanes., Vol. 2, pp. 288-92; A. P. Wadsworth, "Enclosures of the 
Commons in the Rochdale District", Rochdale Lit. & Sci. Soc. T., Vol. XIV 
(1919-22), pp. 98-110).

181 Mary Brigg, "The Forest of Pendle in the Seventeenth Century", TRANS 
ACTIONS, Vol. 113 (1961), p. 72 seq.; O. H. Tupling, Economic Historv of 
Rossendale, Chetham Society, N.S., Vol. 86, pp. 48, 91-2, 97, 161. But during the 
early seventeenth century the copyholders in the honor of Clitheroe found 
their tenurial security threatened by the actions of their royal landlord, King 
James I. See Tupling, op. cit., pp. 145-59.
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In the Royalist south-west and Fylde leasehold was the most 
common form of tenure. It was not only lengthy generally 
for two or three lives but also appears to have approximated 
to the customary type. William Blundell of Crosby, a Roman 
Catholic and a Royalist, in a letter to a certain Henry Howard 
on 7 October 1654, paints an almost idyllic picture of agrarian 
conditions, and states that there existed a sort of tenant-right, 
whereby the heir of the previous leaseholder was generally 
admitted before a stranger, even although there was "no law 
to cause these favours". 19 ' This was so in Standish where 
renewals of leases were frequent in the same family.' 101 Blun- 
dell's remarks are further borne out by most of the existing 
leases granted before 1660 by a number of Royalist leaders.

TABLE 1 

LEASING POLICY OF SOME ROYALIST LEADERS

Dates of Lessees
Leases Royalist lessors Old tenants Strangers

	or relatives
1634-41 Robt. Blundell of Ince Blundell 3 1
1638-48 Wm. Blundell of Crosby 6 1
1635-57 Thos. Clifton of Lytham 28 8
1638-49 Wm. Farington of Worden 3 1
1637-54 Sir Wm. Gerard of Bryn 4 2
1646-54 Richard, Lord Molyneux of Sefton 22 9
1632-41 Edw. Scarisbrick of Scarisbrick 13 2

79 24

Sources: Family papers in L.R.O.
Note: The proportion of strangers was 18 per cent before and nearly
28 percent after 1646.

Not only do a majority of the heirs of former tenants seem 
to have enjoyed security of tenure through having a renewable 
right to their long leases, but their landlords apparently 
admitted them at a much lower rate than strangers. Blundell 
said that very good landlords took half, or even less than half, 
the sum from the heirs of preceding tenants that they did from 
strangers. He himself wondered whether he might not, whilst 
still demanding less than from a stranger, nevertheless exact a 
higher fine from an undeserving than from a deserving tenant; 
and this was the reason for his writing to Henry Howard, who 
it is believed may have been a Jesuit priest. Howard replied 
that since in English law, even if not in custom, there was no 
tenant-right at all after the lease had expired, he might exact

191 Crosby Records: A Cavalier's Note Book, ed. T. E. Gibson (1880), p. 254 seq. 
I10) T. C. Porteus, History of Standish, privately printed (1927), p. 31.
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what fine he pleased from an undeserving tenant, so long as it 
did not exceed the just price which a stranger would pay for it. 
Whether or not Blundell acted upon this advice we do not 
know, but at any rate he seems to have continued to remain a 
considerate landlord by exacting lower fines from old tenants 
than from strangers. In 1718 his grandson stated that:
"formerly Wrn. Blundell Esqr Grandfather to one Nicholas Blundell is used 
(if I do not mistake) to demand about seaven years valew from an old Tenant 
for puling in three lives, or from a stranger he would have tenn years vallew 
or More for a Fine." 1111

William Blundell seems to have been conservative not only 
in religion but also in his attitude to property, being aware of 
the obligations as well as the rights of ownership. We cannot 
say how far Blundell was typical of the Royalist landlords of 
south-west Lancashire. Probably here and in the Fylde land 
lord-tenant relations were fairly tranquil;* 121 if so, this would 
partly explain why the Cavaliers had the support of "there 
Tenants in Armes" during the Civil War. At any rate, only 
one charge of exploitation has yet come to light, and that was 
levelled at James, earl of Derby.

Historians of Lancashire have generally regarded this earl of 
Derby as an extremely just and liberal landlord. Raines, in 
particular, had a very high opinion of him as a landlord, and 
quoted a contemporary statement without, unfortunately, 
giving the reference that the earl "kept to the old rents and 
did not raise them". 113 ' Certainly at first sight the earl appears 
to have been a typical feudal landlord of romance; magnificent 
yet munificent, a lover of privilege yet a lover of justice. He 
lived in great estate and his "famous House", which was the 
"glorie of the county", was "like a litle Towne in itself"; he 
believed so strongly in the superiority of the nobility over the 
common herd that he warned his son to "undertake no suit 
against a poor man . . . for then you make him your equal"; 
yet, like a mediaeval lord, he was noted for his "great Hospital- 
itie" which brought him "much love and more applause"; and

1111 L.R.O.,DDB1 54/41, The Tenants'Book of Little Crosby, 1659-1728, f. 1.
1121 But this was not so on the estates of the Roundhead Sir Thomas Stanley 

of Bickerstaffe, who, in 1649, took some of his tenants into the Lancashire 
Palatine Court of Chancery, alleging that they had refused to grind their corn 
at his mill, pay food rents and perform certain yearly labour services (P.R.O., 
P.L.6/18/161; P.L.7/24/28). As regards the other leading Roundhead family in 
south-west Lancashire, the Moores of Bankhall, there is no evidence among 
their papers in the Liverpool Record Office that they were in any way exploiting 
their tenants during our period. It was not until 1667 that Edward Moore 
advised his son to adopt a more severe attitude towards his tenants so as to 
"make improvements ... to the great advantage of your estate". See The Moore 
Rental, Chetham Society, O.S., Vol. XII, p. 119.

1131 Stanley Papers, Chetham Society, O.S., Vol. LXVI, pp. xxiv, cli.
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Photograph by courtesy of the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Derby
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JAMES STANLEY, SEVENTH EARL OF DERBY (1607-1651)
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it was said that he was very good with his tenants and "put 
them to little foile till of late".' 141

The last three words are very significant. When the author 
wrote them about 1655 he was perhaps thinking of the suffer 
ings of the tenants of West Derby and Wavertree. Those manors 
were sold by the crown to the earl of Derby in 1639, (15> and 
the tenants seem to have found their new landlord anything 
but benevolent, for he apparently oppressed them by attempting 
to undermine their ancient customs. Colonel John Moore, 
writing to William Lenthall, speaker of the house of commons, 
on 24 April 1647, said that the manors of West Derby and 
Wavertree were copyholds of inheritance and that the fines 
upon every descent or alienation had always been a third part 
of the rent; but the tenants had "suffered great losses" at the 
hands of the earl because he had tried to "break their customs 
and raise their fines for his own ad vantage". (16) This instance 
of exploitation on the part of the earl of Derby does not, of 
course, entitle us to generalise about conditions on his estates 
as a whole. On most of his Lancashire manors his tenants 
probably had their customs preserved and paid reasonable 
fines. (17) But the tenants of West Derby and Wavertree had 
fought for parliament during the Civil War. 1181 If the reasons 
for the earl's exploitation were political, then he does not seem 
to have been the only Lancashire Royalist who oppressed his 
tenants because they had taken the Roundhead side during the 
Civil War. In August 1654 "divers well-affected . . . tenants" 
in Lancashire and Cheshire whose precise identity and habita 
tion are unfortunately unnamed petitioned the Protector and 
invoked his aid against their Papist and Cavalier landlords 
because the latter had evicted some of them and threatened 
"to turn out the rest", on account of their "service done to 
the Parliament". 119 '

1141 See Lord Derby's Second Letter to his Son in ibid., Chetham Society, 
O.S., Vol. LXX; Discourse of the War in Lancashire, Chetham Society, O.S., 
Vol. LXII, pp. 63, 77.

1151 V.C.H. Lanes., Vol. 3, p. 21.
1161 Hist. MSS. Comm. Rep., X, App. IV, 81.
1171 In the L.R.O. there is a sad shortage of material on the seventh earl of 

Derby's Lancashire estates. Most of the earl's manorial documents seem to have 
perished along with the rest of Lathom House during the second siege in 1645. 
Moreover, neither among the Duchy of Lancaster Pleadings nor among the 
Lancashire Palatine Court of Chancery records have I found any relevant 
references to the earl's Lancashire lands. A letter of James, Lord Strange, to 
Mr. Farington, dated 15 October 1637, suggests that his relations with his 
tenants in Weeton and Treales were strained, even if not at breaking point. 
See Stanley Papers, Chetham Society, O.S., Vol. LXVII, p. ccclxxvi.

1181 Hist. MSS. Comm. Rep., X, App. IV, 81-2.
(19 'P.R.O., S.P. 18/74, ff. 34, 35.
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II LONSDALE HUNDRED

Lonsdale hundred stood in sharp contrast to the other 
Royalist zones in Lancashire, for it appears to have been an 
area of social discord. Some landlords were attempting to im 
pose excessive fines and refusing to recognise the tenant's right 
of inheritance. These practices were of course not peculiar to 
Lonsdale. In Northumberland, Cumberland and Westmorland 
the heritability of the tenant's estate was also being questioned 
and attempts were being made to increase rents and fines. Even 
during the sixteenth century the north of England had enjoyed 
less social tranquility than might be supposed. Enclosure of 
arable for pasture land was far less common in the north than 
in the midlands, but "in the North the commercialising of land 
owning, which was so characteristic a feature of the sixteenth 
century, more often took the form of rack-renting than of 
enclosing." (20) Indeed, we find many of the rebels who took 
part in the Pilgrimage of Grace, 1536-7, complaining of an 
increase of "gressoms" or fines, and conflict between landlords 
and tenants continued in the latter part of the century.' 211 
Nevertheless, during the Tudor period there had been a limit 
to the exploitation of the tenantry in those lawless parts of the 
realm where devastations by Scottish raiders were a common 
occurrence. Lords had little desire to injure their tenants for 
they had every need of their "border services".' 221 But with the 
union of the crowns in 1603 and the gradual pacification of the 
border, the small farmers lost their potential value as fighting 
men, and the king and many private landlords attempted to 
destroy the customs which their tenants had long enjoyed. 
Thus during the first half of the seventeenth century the northern 
counties were the scene of bitter social strife. (23)

Conflict between landlord and tenant could hardly have been 
more fierce than it was on the estates of the Middletons of 
Leighton. The Middletons were noted for their strong Catholic 
sympathies. Thomas, who died in 1640, was fined as a recusant, 
while his son George, who was outwardly a Protestant, had a

(20) R. R. Reid, The King's Council in the North (1921), p. 99.
(21) M. H. and R. Dodds, The Pilgrimage of Grace (Cambridge, 1915), Vol. I, 

p. 369 seq.; C. M. L. Bouch and G. P. Jones, The Lake Counties, 1500-1830 
(Manchester, 1961), p. 71 seq.

(22) por a im^d explanation of border service and tenure see Bouch and Jones, 
op. cit., pp. 65-70. This form of tenure prevailed not only in the four northern 
counties and in north Yorkshire, but also in the Lonsdale hundred of Lancashire.

1831 See H. H. E. Craster, History of Northumberland, Vol. VIII (1907), pp. 
236-9. For Cumberland and Westmorland see Bouch and Jones, op. cit., pp. 75-6. 
See also Tawney, The Agrarian Problem, p. 188 seq.
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Catholic wife and was a prominent Royalist. (24) Both Thomas 
and George were accused of being oppressive landlords. On 
20 May 1642 certain of the tenants of the lordship of Yealand 
Redmayne, Yealand Conyers and Yealand Storrs petitioned 
the chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, complaining, among 
other things, of heavy fines imposed by the Middletons. (23) The 
plaintiffs declared that the tenants of Yealand held their tene 
ments by inheritance according to the custom of the manor, 
and that the fines taken from the tenants on descent or aliena 
tion or the change of the lord were "antiently never above" 
four years "ancient Rent". But Thomas Middleton on succeed 
ing to his estate had exacted a heavy general fine of seven years 
ancient rent. The tenants were obliged to pay because they 
were too poor to defend themselves and this had encouraged 
their landlord to levy heavy particular fines: on the death of a 
tenant he had demanded ten, fifteen and even thirty years rent. 
George had attempted to increase the fines still further, im 
posing a general fine of twelve to fourteen years rent and 
demanding particular fines of fifteen, twenty and thirty years 
rent. The Towneley admittances substantiate the complaints 
of the tenants and Table 2 gives examples of the fines imposed 
by the Middletons.

TABLE 2

PARTICULAR FINES EXACTED BY THE MIDDLETONS

	Fine as
Year Tenant Fine Rent multiple

	of rent
£ s. d. £ s. d.

1624 Matthew Watson 300 34 18
1624 Thomas Watson 17 0 0 120 15
1626 Wm. Jackson 3 10 0 34 21
1632 Gilbert Browne 20 0 0 130 30
1635 Wm. Browne 200 19 22
1637 Francis Masheter 24 3 4 90 53
1637 Robert Stainton 16 0 10 16
1638 James Barker 1200 14 5 16
1638 Thomas Barker 17 0 0 86 40
1638 Wm. Parkinson 500 48 21
1649 Chris. Lockey 27 4 6 149 22

Sources: L.R.O., DDTo H/12, DDTo O/(l), DDTo Q/l.

The Yealand tenants petitioned not only for "reasonable

(24) P.R.O., E.377/35, 36, 37, 42; Civil War Tracts, Chetham Society, O.S., 
Vol. II, pp. 14, 24, 327, 329, 331.

1251 P.R.O., D.L.1/370. This document, to which reference is made in the 
ensuing paragraphs, has been summarised and printed in Cumb. & West. Ant. 
& Arch. Soc. T., N.S., Vol. IX (1909), pp. 150-2.

D
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admission fines" but also for security of tenure. George 
Middleton had apparently told them that refusal to pay his 
"unreasonable fynes" would mean the absolute forfeiture of 
their tenements, and they feared that their landlord wished 
"utterly to impoverish" them and to depopulate the whole 
township. Their anxieties were by no means groundless. Both 
Thomas and George had attempted to alter the terms of tenure 
by refusing to admit an heir to an estate unless he would agree 
to "unreasonable provisions, conditions and covenants". Such 
admittances, the plaintiffs said, would "quite overthrow their 
antient customary estates of Inheritance" and "make them noo 
better than were estates at will by the Comon law".

In other ways the Middletons showed a selfish disregard for 
the welfare of their tenants. The plaintiffs stated that they kept 
a park adjoining the manor overstocked with deer and allowed 
these to graze on their lands so that they were unable to pre 
serve their crops from being consumed. They also said that 
Thomas Middleton had enclosed with a wall the most fertile 
part of the commons and waste lands, and that George did 
"continue his late father's said Inclosures".

During the Civil War some Middleton tenants apparently 
took advantage of the chaos to attempt to throw off the yoke 
of landlord oppression. In a bill of complaint to the duchy 
court on 11 February 1649 (26) George Middleton stated that 
since the death of his father (in 1640) many of his tenants in 
Yealand, Silverdale and Lindeth had refused to pay their fines. 
But Middleton's petition is chiefly interesting because it clearly 
reveals the attitude of one Lancashire Royalist landlord towards 
the whole question of landlord-tenant relations. However con 
servative he might have been in religion and politics, his 
argument concerning property was quite clearly the "modern" 
one and was used to justify his exploitation. In the bill of 1649 
he denied that the tenants had any heritable rights by saying 
that they had "no other estates in their said tenements . . . than 
only during the joynt lives of the said lord and tenants". In 
the replication127 ' he was even more explicit, threatening their 
security by declaring that they were merely "tenants at will 
without any obliging Custome".

If, then, Middleton considered that he was absolute owner 
of his property and that the tenants had no right of inheritance, 
it followed that he could admit them on such terms as he might 
think fit to impose. To their demands for fixed or reasonable

I26) D.L.l/382; DDTo O/(l).
< 2" See DDTo O/(l). The original copy in the P.R.O. (D.L.1/383) is "unfit 

for production".
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fines, Middleton opposed the idea of arbitrary exactions at the 
will of the lord. In their replication of 1648 the Yealand tenants 
had sought to "obtaine a decree" from the duchy court "to 
establish Fynes certaine ... at four yeares Antient Rent", (28) 
but in his bill of 1649 Middleton declared that the lords 
of the manor were entitled "to take . . . upon change of the 
Lord by death as upon change of the Tenant by death or 
alienacon what Fyne or Fynes they pleased for a new admit 
tance". The final settlement of 1658 may have displeased the 
tenants, but, by fixing both general and particular fines at 
eight years rent, it did put an end to the Middletons' heavy 
exactions.* 29 '

Another source of conflict was the survival of certain forms 
of servile tenure. In his bill of 1649 Middleton accused many 
of his tenants of refusing to pay food rents and to perform the 
boon services of ploughing, sowing, harrowing and shearing. 
Middleton declared that those works were apportioned but the 
tenants denied the fact. In November 1651 the jury of the 
manorial court of Yealand declared that neither labour services 
nor food rents were authorised by manorial custom. <30)

The lord of Yealand was not the only Royalist landowner 
in Lonsdale who endeavoured to enforce antiquated labour 
services. On 25 February 1652, during the sequestrations 
suffered by the Brockholes family, the tenants of Heaton manor, 
near Lancaster, took the opportunity to complain of the "hard 
dealinges" of John Brockholes, esquire, the deceased Royalist 
lord. Like the Middletons, he had refused to recognise the 
heritable rights of his tenants and had forced them to take 
leases for lives. But those leases were particularly unpopular 
because they had involved "most unreasonable services by 
plowing, harrowing, shearing, mowing and other personall and 
slavish burthens (which they had never before answered) to bee 
performed" within the manor of Heaton. <31)

Efforts to increase the burden of labour rents were strongly 
resented. Nevertheless, it was the imposition of excessive fines 
which was the main grievance of the tenantry of Lonsdale. 
Perhaps the most extortionate landlords were Thomas Carus, 
senior and junior, the Roman Catholic lords of the manor of 
Whittington on the right bank of the Lune. Not content with 
trying to convert their tenants' "customary estates of inherit-

(28 'D.L.l/379.
1291 On this point see Cumb. & West. Ant. & Arch. Soc. T., N.S., Vol. DC 

(1909), p. 154.
1301 D.L. 1/382. For the answers of the tenants and the declaration of the jury 

see DDTo O/(l).
1311 P.R.O., S.P.23/129, f. 199.
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ance" into leaseholds, 132 ' the Caruses levied some of the heaviest 
fines on record. In 1632 certain of the Whittington tenants told 
the chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster that they were "Redie 
to paie for a fine fower yeares Rent as usually have been 
payed", but their landlord had taken from some of them 
"thirtie or fortie yeares Rent for a fine". In 1634 one tenant 
deposed that he had paid a fine equivalent to fifty-five years 
rent, and another that he had been compelled to pay a fine of 
£6, which was ninety times the rent of Is. 4d. (33) On 4 April 
1654 another tenant, Daniel Harling, was admitted to the lands 
of his deceased father, but only after he had paid to Thomas 
Carus the younger the enormous fine of £85: this was over two 
hundred times the rent of 8s. Od. The fine paid by Harling may 
well have been exceptional and the complaints of some of the 
bther tenants may have been exaggerated. Yet fines paid by 
the Whittington tenants must have been fairly heavy, since 
some of them eventually revolted against their landlord. During 
the Commonwealth period, when members of the Carus family 
were being mulcted as Roman Catholics and Royalists, the 
tenants of Westhall, a sub-manor of Whittington, banded 
themselves together and, on 20 October 1654, obtained an 
indenture for £670 from Thomas Carus the elder, his son and 
grandson, by which the fines and customs of the manor were 
first reduced to writing. This settlement was obviously to the 
advantage of the tenants, for, on 10 January 1655, John Fox- 
croft, the tenants' leader, paid an entry fine equivalent to 
sixteen years rent: this was no small sum, but it was certainly 
a considerable improvement on that paid by Harling during 
the previous year. 134 '

The Carus family also had a dispute with their tenants in 
Halton manor concerning their fines and tenure. In 1631 
Thomas told the duchy court that the tenants could not claim 
"anie Tennant right estates", that they were "meerely tennants 
att will", and that he had tried to induce some of them either 
to take "leases for Twenty one yeares at a Reasonable Rate" 
or to pay "thirtie yeares rente for a fyne". There seems to have 
been strong opposition to these demands, and in 1634 Thomas 
Carus came to an agreement with his Halton tenants, confirm-

(32) D.L.l/332. During the late 1630's the duchy court also refused to recognise 
the heritable rights of the Whittington tenants. It ordered Thomas Carus the 
elder to grant leases for three lives. But Carus then said that he "could make 
noe estate but for his owne life" and does not seem to have obeyed the court's 
decree (P.R.O., D.L.5/32, f. 287; D.L.5/33, ft". 94b, 134b, 165b. See also 
D.L. 1/359).

(33 > P.R.O., D.L.1/333; D.L.4/86/15.
I34) W. H. Chippindall, History of Whittington, Chetham Society, N.S., Vol. 

99, pp. 24-5, 35-6.
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ing them in their customary estates and accepting fines equal 
to eight years rent. (35)

William Ambrose of Lowick, another Royalist landlord,' 38' 
also had disputes with his tenants, and he sued some of them 
for refusing to pay the heavy general fine of twenty years rent 
which he had demanded on succeeding to his father's estates in 
1638. On 26 November of that year he brought an action 
against John Lindowe of Diversion for refusing to comply with 
his demands, and on 4 July 1639 he levelled a similar complaint 
against Leonard Askew of Lowick, husbandman. The latter, in 
his answers six days later to the bill of William Ambrose, 
declared that the levying of a general fine at the change of the 
lord was contrary to a decree issued on behalf of the tenants 
of Lowick in the duchy court in 1601. Also on 4 July 1639 
William Ambrose accused Francis Taylor, yeoman, and William 
Coward, husbandman, both of Blawith, of refusing to pay the 
general fine of twenty years rent upon the death of his father, 
John Ambrose. (37)

The courage of Francis Taylor and William Coward in 
resisting the demands of their landlord seems to have aroused 
the admiration of the other inhabitants of the manor of Blawith, 
for when, on 20 May 1640, Taylor and Coward complained to 
the chancellor of the duchy concerning the exactions of William 
Ambrose, they received the support of their fellow-tenants. In 
their petition Taylor and Coward spoke not only for themselves 
but also "in behalf of . . . others the customary tennants of the 
customary messuages and tenements in Blowith". They declared 
that general fines were contrary to custom, saying that they 
were "never ancyently accustomed to paie any Fyne or gressome 
att all ... upon the change of the lord". They said that it had 
been their custom to pay particular fines to the lord on descent 
or alienation, but these had not exceeded four years rent. The 
plaintiffs, however, declared that Ambrose had recently de 
manded both general and particular fines which far exceeded 
that amount. Ambrose had "lately . . . endeavoured to deprive" 
the tenants of their "Ancyent Customes" and "wrongfully 
demanded . . . diverse greate Arbitrable and unusual fynes . . . 
upon the change of every lord . . . and likewise upon the change 
of the tennant . . . which Arbitrable fynes the said William

1351 See D.L.l/329 for the 1631 lawsuit and also D.L.1/307 and D.L.1/331. 
For the settlement of 1634 see W. O. Roper, "The Manor of Halton", TRANS 
ACTIONS, Vol. 50 (1898), pp. 72-3. In the same year the customs of the manor 
were confirmed by the duchy court (D.L.5/31, f. 658).

1301 V.C.H. Lanes., Vol. 8, p. 361; Royalist Composition Papers, Lams. & 
Ches. Rec. Soc. T., Vol. 24, p. 35.

' 3"D.L.1/356; D.L.1/359. See also L.R.O., DDLk 11/1.
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Ambrose doth pretend to have sometymes beene assessed at 
twenty yeares Ancyent rent of every tenement, sometymes at 
Twenty fower yeares Ancyent rent and sometymes att a higher 
rate." William Ambrose also threatened the well-being of the 
Blawith tenants more indirectly. He was accused of having 
forbidden the tenants to "enioy there ancyent free and Comon 
fishing" and of having "cutt downe all or most of the Wood 
growinge upon" their lands, which they had previously used 
"for the necessary maytenance and repairinge of there severall 
Messuages and howses". (38)

The duchy of Lancaster pleadings suggest that timber rights 
were a major issue in Lonsdale during the early seventeenth 
century. They were the subject of litigation between the tenants 
of Hornby manor and their Catholic landlord, Henry, Lord 
Morley and Mounteagle, who was later to become a prominent 
Royalist. 1391 On 16 February 1635 the tenants told the chan 
cellor of the duchy that Lord Morley was cutting down the 
woods in the manor and "converting some parte there for Iron 
worke and other forren uses". The tenants said that Morley's 
manorial officials had told them that they were going to cut 
down all the woods, and they feared that they would be "totally 
destitute and deprived of tymber wood for the repaire of their 
Tenements". Like his grandfather, Edward Lord Morley (1550- 
1618), Henry also tried to raise the fines of his tenants. He 
refused to accept a duchy decree of 1600, whereby the lord of 
Hornby was to receive only two years rent for a fine; so a 
lawsuit followed. In 1627 the judge ordered the tenants to pay 
fines equal to eight years rent. But in 1638 Henry was claiming 
the right to receive arbitrary fines of twenty or more years 
rent.' 401

Excessive fines were also the main grievance of the tenants 
of Pennington manor, whose Royalist lord was William Pen- 
nington of Muncaster. On 23 November 1642 the tenants told 
the duchy court that if they should be compelled to pay those 
fines, they would be unable to "maintain their wives and families

l38) D.L.l/362. See also D.L.4/99/23. The outcome of this lawsuit is unfor 
tunately unknown. But on 20 May 1642 the duchy court said: ". . . it appeares 
doubtful whether by custome of the said manor there bee any generall or 
arbitrary fine due from the Tennants of Blawith" (D.L.5/34, f. 139).

(sal Royalist Composition Papers, Lanes. & Ches. Rec. Soc. T., Vol. 36, pp. 
177-91. Lord Morley apparently conformed to the Church of England between 
1622 and 1635, when he went abroad and became reconciled to Rome (Hornby 
Castle Estates, c. 1584, ed. W. H. Chippindall, Chetham Society, N.S., Vol. 
102, p. 6).

1401 D.L.1/345; D.L.1/356; D.L.1/357. For a brief account of Edward Morley 
see Hornby Castle Estates, p. 26; also L. Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 
1558-1641 (Oxford, 1965), p. 330.
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from going a begging". On the same day some of the tenants 
of Trinkeld, a sub-manor of Pennington, also complained to 
the court of heavy exactions by William Pennington. The 
tenants of Trinkeld had "time out of mind enjoyed their 
several . . . tenements" on payment of a particular fine of two 
years rent, but their lord had assessed "at six or seven years 
rent for a fine at the change of the tenant". Pennington un 
doubtedly spoke for the neighbouring gentry when he told the 
tenants that "he ought ... to dispose and grant" his lands "at 
his will and pleasure for rents and fines or both as it shall 
seeme most meet unto him." He believed that a man could do 
what he liked with his own because he was absolute master of 
it. Like Middleton, Brockholes, Carus and other Lonsdale 
Royalists, such as Robert Rawlinson of Cark and Roger 
Kirkby of Kirkby Jreleth, Pennington refused to recognise that 
his tenants had any customary estates of inheritance descendible 
from ancestor to heir. 1411

The attack on customary tenures is significant, for, as William 
Ashley pointed out, so long as heritable rights were recognised, 
the landlord remained a partial owner only, sharing the property 
with the tenant; but the abolition of customary tenancies would 
convert the landlord into an absolute owner, with the right to 
do what he pleased with his land.' 42 ' During the reign of 
Charles I the Royalist landlords of north-west Lancashire seem 
to have been feeling their way towards this "modern", indivi 
dualistic idea of property. Unlike those elsewhere in Lancashire, 
they seem to have stressed their rights over, while denying that 
they owed any obligation towards, their tenants. Conservative 
in religion and politics, they were nevertheless "advanced" in 
their social outlook. It is little wonder that many of the 
"countrymen" of Lonsdale were strongly opposed to the 
Royalists during the Civil War. (43)

1411 A. Fell, A Furness Manor: Pennington and its Church, privately printed 
(1929), pp. 34, 126-8, 133-5. For Pennington's Royalism see Calendar of Com 
mittee for Compounding, Vol. IV, p. 2675. For Rawlinson and Kirkby see 
D.L.l/314;D.L.l/353.

1421 The Economic Organisation of England (3rd ed., 1949, reprinted 1961), 
pp. 133-4.

""» See Diary of Sir Henry Slingsby, ed. D. Parsons (1836), pp. 123-9; T. West, 
Antiquities of Furness (1774), pp. lii-iii. Yet the tenants of Yealand perhaps 
under duress "were in actuall armes against the Parliament . . . under Sir 
George Midleton's Comand" or "gave monyes to buy armes" (P.R.O., S.P.16/22, 
f. 97; S.P.16/145, f. 18).
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